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Abstract
Coastal Natura 2000 nature conservation sites across Europe are
characterized by overlapping and competing land uses. The thesis
aims to serve as a discussion document for the opportunities that
such sites hold for their regions. The research sets the focus on the
Natura 2000 area Atanasovsko lake, situated on the Bulgarian Black
Sea coast. A place, attractive with its extraordinary biodiversity and
challenging location between the growing city of Burgas and degrading rural landscapes. Through the lenses of Emerge Theory in
Landscape Architecture, the thesis explores what could be the convivial interface for this highly valued nature site, as a symbiotic space
for human and non-human actors.
Key words:
Natura 2000, coastal wetlands, convivial, interface, biodiversity.
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Figure 01-01. The lagoon Atanasovsko lake and city Burgas.
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Introduction
1.1. Initial Theoretical Lenses
The phrase “common world” refers to the

Stepping on these starting notions this

work of Rod Barnett and his Emergence in

thesis explores the landscape connectivity

Landscape Architecture (2013) as sort of

in relation to wetland nature conservation,

provocation to look beyond the division

in particular these sites part of the Natura

between nature and culture. To enable the

2000 framework and designated as Ramsar

intrinsic linkages of the constant self-organ-

sites.

ization between and among species and elements. Barnett (2013) comes from the po-

The thesis anchors the theoretical notion

sition that landscapes are “open systems”

in the case study area of Atanasovsko lake

and as such their components are also sets

lagoon. An example of overlapping nature

of “systems in systems”. They interact with

conservation statuses in a very close

and influence each other on hierarchical,

us to the fast developing

horizontal, vertical, human, and nonhuman

located in East Europe on the Bulgarian Black

level (Barnett, 2013, p. 52, p.226).

Sea coast (fig. 01-02).

nex-

city of Burgas,

Other authors refer to this relationality
between the social and physical realms as a
landscapes complexity moved by constant
change (Vroom, 1986; Duchhart, 2007). In

Figure 01-02. The research area position - Bulgarian Black Sea

other words, landscapes are the product of

coast (Balkan peninsula, East Europe)

the interactions between human beings and
nature (Kerkstra & Vrijlandt, 1988; in Duchhart
2007, p16). On the one hand, they are shaped
and re-shaped according to individual and
communal needs, social and political circumstances. On the other, these social driving
forces are motivated by the landscape’s own
physical characteristics and simultaneously
affecting them.
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Figure 01-03. Ramsar sites (lighter blue) and Natura 2000 Net-

Figure 01-04: Ramsar sites within EEA member countries. Eastern

work (hatch) in and around city of Burgas.

part of the Balkan peninsula is highlighted.

1.2. International Wetland
Nature Conservation Instruments
1.2.1. Ramsar Convention
The Ramsar Convention is the first global

01-04). At the Balkan peninsula numerous

agreement that sets the focus on the impor-

Ramsar sites are concentrated on the terri-

tance of wetland areas back in 1971. It aims

tories of the large rivers’ deltas, such as the

to establish mutual commitment between

Danube delta and Maritsa (Evros) delta, or

different states around the globe with the

along the favorable coastal environment as

aim to maintain the significance and wise

the Burgas Gulfs and its wetland complex.

use of wetland habitats by listing them on

Part of which is the lagoon Atanasovsko lake

a “common notice board” (Swanson, 1999).

(fig. 01-03).

Nowadays up to 170 countries have joined

As said before the Ramsar convention is

the Convention and about 250 million hec-

based on international agreements and pro-

tors of wetland areas are designated all over

vides recommendations for wetland con-

the world.

servation, but the actual action level stays

The number of the Ramsar sites in Europe is

in the hands of the local governmental au-

linearly increasing up to 1 011 protected sites

thorities and it is dictated by the countries’

nowadays (Geijzendorffer et al., 2019) (fig.

national legislative norms (Gaget et al., 2020).
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Along with this the provided recommendations from the convention committee act
only within the borders of the specific sites,
without including the connections that the
particular wetland has with the its whole
adjacent landscape system.

1.2.2. Natura 2000 Ecological Network
In the European context, the Natura 2000
framework sets the largest nature conservaFigure 01-05. Natura 2000 Network distribution in Europe.

tion network among the 28 member states

Territory of Bulgaria is highlighted.

(fig. 01-05). Its main objective is to maintain
ecological connectivity by designating core

1.2.3. Ramsar Convention and the Natura
2000 network in Bulgaria

breeding and resting areas for rare, threatened species and habitats. Its two main in-

In

struments are the Birds and the Habitats Di-

Bulgaria

the

Natura

2000

network

implementation process starts in 2007, while

rectives, known as the Nature Directives.

the Ramsar convention is in force since 1976.

Similar to the Ramsar Convention, The Na-

All wetlands designated as Ramsar sites

ture Directives do not prescribe how con-

are included into the Natura 2000 network

servation measures and landscape planning

(Vassilev et al., 2013). Therefore, these two

regulations should be done in these areas.

nature conservation mechanism have the ca-

It is up to each Member State to decide on

pacity to support each other by integrating

the form and methods for implementing

the “site” and “network” approaches.

their provisions (EC, 2008). The approach to

The Natura 2000 is an instrument for pro-

conservation and sustainable use of the Na-

tecting not only the wetlands but also their

tura 2000 areas is largely centered on people

connections with neighbouring and distant

working with nature rather than against it.

habitats. The Ramsar recognition assists in

But up to now it still stays a challenge to co-

stronger conservation measurements within

herently address developments within and

the borders of these sites.

around Natura 2000 areas (Simeonova et al.,

As stated above the challenge is that both

2017). However, Member States must ensure

instruments only prescribe measurements

that the sites are managed in a sustainable

and recommendations to the local author-

manner, both ecologically and economically.

ities, which are responsible for their actual
implementation.
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In the case of Bulgaria the implementations

The chosen case study of Natura 2000 area

of the both instruments is in the hands of the

Atanasovsko lake is facing these challeng-

municipal authorities and they often take

es, as mentioned in the EC report Natura

the role of developers, seeking short term

2000 and

solutions for fast economic growth (Stanilov

al., 2017). There the process of preparation

& Sykora 2014; Carmin & Vandenveer, 2007 in

of the Burgas Development Master plan

Simenova & van der Valk, 2016).

is

Scientific articles and informal talks with

industrial and tourist developments are sit-

experts stressed on the lack of interdisci-

uated in and around the Natura 2000 areas.

plinary expertise especially related to inte-

The report states that the nature conserva-

grated implementation of the Natura 2000

tion sites are treated only as zones without

network in urban an d close to urban areas.

clearly showing their connections to the ru-

(Simeonova et al., 2016).

ral and the urban domains of the landscape

Spatial Planning (Simeonova et

discussed (fig. 01-06). There intensive

system.

Figure 01-06. Burgas Master Plan (adopted 2011)
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1.3. Case Study
The lagoon Atanasovsko Lake seen from above is a palette with
harmoniously alternating patched of pink, blue, green shades. The
colours

are result of extensive salt production that maintains the

fragile saline ecosystem. Being there we could witness hundreds of
flamingos marching through the shallow waters, pelicans traversing
the sky, avocets running after their birdies between the small handmade dikes and turning shells for food. Huge, white piles of salt shining under the sunlight. People covered with black mud or salt crystals bathing in the pink waters. Hilarious. Or others running, cycling,
walking, playing on the alley that lies between the narrow beach and
the lagoon, connecting it with the city of Burgas.

It is a place so vivid and alive.

Figure 01-07. Atanasovsko lake as a natural outdoor spa.
Lay and curative mud basins.
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1.3.1. The Burgas Context
Atanasovsko lake lagoon is one of the 3

has strong social and cultural qualities, as a

coastal wetlands forming the Burgas wet-

key tourist and economic center.

land complex, three internationally important nature conservation areas, that are natu-

The presence of the radially situated water

ral inland extension of the Burgas Gulf.

bodies often is seen as an obstacle towards

The full landscape composition can be pic-

economic growth from the perspective of

tured as three radially situated water bodies

the local governance. However, this natural

among which the urban structure of Burgas

characteristic has the potential of natural

is developing. The city of Burgas is the 4rd

blue-green wedges connecting

largest city in Bulgaria. It is the largest sea-

urban core with its suburban periphery and

port in the country with rapidly expanding

the adjacent rural areas (fig. 01-08).

industrial functions. Simultaneously Burgas

rural land
suburban periphery
urban core

Figure 01-08. Burgas and the Burgas wetland complex:
A1 - lagoon Atanasovsko lake, A2 - lake Vaya, A3 - Mandra - Poda, B - Burgas.
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the inner

Within the past 10 years the administrative

1.3.2. Significant Place for Birds

territory of Burgas is expanding due to a

Atanasovsko lake is well known among

change of the status of the surrounding vil-

the international ornithologist society as

lages into satellite districts. Little by little

the Bird’s Paradise. The place is important

these administrative transitions evoke tan-

resting and nesting spot for the birds mi-

gible landscape changes such as the emer-

grating between the Bosphorus and the

gence of new transport systems, or housing

Danube delta. It is part of the second-larg-

and industrial developments.

est birds’ migration route in Europe, know

Nowadays the Natura 2000 zone Atanas-

as the Meditereanion-Black Sea flyway - Via

ovsko lake, is influenced by these chang-

Pontica (fig. 01-10). This bird migration fly-

es.

way connects bird habitats from south of

The edges of its territorial range of

7210.0163ha is spreading among the main

Africa, Middle East, and the north of Europe

city, the coast, and five newly joined satel-

(Michev, 2004). All year-round white and

lite districts - Vetren, Banevo, Cherno more,

dalmatian pelican (Pelecanus onocrotalus;

Rudnik, and Saraphovo (fig. 01-09). Origi-

Pelecanus crispus), great flamingo (Phoe-

nating as a territory close to the urban pe-

nicopterus roseus), and piet avocet (Recur-

riphery and part of the rural land, the nature

virostra avosetta) can be observed. In total

conservation site is becoming an active part

317 bird species are registered here, from

of the city beyond its salt production and na-

which 127 are protected under European

ture conservation purposes.

concern (Vassilev et al., 2013).

Figure 01-09. Natura 2000 area Atanasovsko lake (in green)

Figure 01-10. Segment of the Mediterranean - Black Sea bird
migration flyway: A- Burgas wetland complex, B - Bosphorus,
C - Danube delta.

between Burgas and the satellite districts

Banevo

Vetren

Rudnik
Cherno more

Saraphovo

Main Burgas
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1.3.3. Lagoon of Life
Due to the rich bird diversity and the inter-

An important aspect of the project is relat-

national recognition as important nature

ed to encouraging and promotion of the

conservation site for the last 10 years, the la-

traditional salt production process due to its

goon Atanasovsko lake is a focus area for a

the very close interaction with the biodiver-

series of nature conservation projects under

sity richness. In order to serve as salt produc-

the umbrella of the EU Life+ programme1.

tion site the water body of the lagoon was di-

They are initiated by the Bulgarian Biodiver-

vided into more than 70 basins with different

sity Foundation (BBF)2.

size and depth, separated by earthen dykes,
wooden barriers, and channels. This trans-

The latest project called The Lagoon of Life3

formation had major influence on how the

has an overall objective to “maintain the

landscape of Atanasovsko lake looks nowa-

human - lake symbiosis” and to continue to

days. It is the reason for the attractive water

serve as source of ecological knowledge. The

colours and is highly important factor for the

project opened a platform for communica-

increased ecological complexity of the area.

tion and cooperation between

stakehold-

er groups and the local governments. They

Thus a big part of the nature conservation

aim to rise awareness about this rare saline

efforts are focused on the territory of the

ecosystem and to promote an approach to-

water body.

wards holistic management of the Natura
2000 area Atanasovsko lake (BBF, 2018).

Figure 01-11. Atanasovsko lake Lagoon of LIfe

1
The LIFE programme is the EU’s funding instrument for the environment and
climate actions.
2
BBF is a non-profit organization established in 1997 as a sucssesor of Swiss
Biodiversity Conservation Programme in Bulgaria.
3
https://lagoon.biodiversity.bg/
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1.4. Problem Statement

1.4. Objective

I started this research with the impression

My overall vision for the case study is that the

that the conservation initiatives are strongly

Natura 2000 areas hold potential to serve as

focused on the territory of the lagoon and not

catalysts for local and regional activation.

actively involving its surroundings. This is not

As a connecting element both from an eco-

surprising as also the papers of Simeonova &

logical perspective but also for a social-cul-

van der Valk (2016) and the EC report Natura

tural one. In such a way that could ignite

2000 and Spatial planning (2017) explain that

positive and respectful human - nonhuman

the specifics of the Natura 2000 area Ata-

- landscape interactions. Or to represent the

nosvsko lake are not taken into consideration

“common world” as explained in Barnett

in the Burgas Master plan adoption process

(2013).

in 2011. Intensive industrial and tourist de-

I was inspired by the book The Conservation

velopments are situated in and around the

Revolution (Büscher, Fletcher, 2020) which

Natura 2000 area. It is treated only as a zone

explores the challenges and paradoxes that

without clearly showing its connections to

today’s nature conservation practice meets.

the rural and the urban domains of the land-

For example, the approaches of protecting

scape system. The articles describe the pro-

pristine nature in a “fortress” manner or in

cess as “an example of planning at local level

other words protecting nature from people,

characterized as a fragmented process based

and the community-based conservation or

on an investment-led approach and lack of

protecting resources and nature for peo-

long term vision” and insufficiently involving

ple. Both these oppositions clearly draw the

ecological expertise in the process (Sime-

line between nature-culture dichotomy and

onova & van der Valk, 2016, p. 89).

somehow exclude the right of nature to just
be as it is.

This problem is relevant for all Natura 2000

The authors present the proposition of

sites in Bulgaria, as till this moment they do

Convivial Conservation (Büscher, Fletcher,

not have Management plans that treat the

2020) that incourage to give space for nature

areas in relation to their systemic linkages.

sites to penetrate in urban-rural settings and

Thus, the lack of integrative approach and

the opposite. They refer to it as the middle

instruments towards the involvement of the

way - by acknowledging the right of Nature,

Natura 2000 area Atanasovko lake within the

and vividly promoting the idea in economic,

urban-rural transitions, as they are explained

cultural, political levels. Or as Kareiva and

above, is a urgent issue.

colleagues (2011) refer to it:
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1.5. Knowledge Gap

“Conservation should seek to support and inform the right kind of development –
development by design, done with the im-

1.5.1. Conceptual knowledge gab:

portance of nature to thriving economies

The concept of convivial conservation touch-

foremost in mind. “ (Kareiva et. al, 2011, in

es upon the vision of rambuscus garden of

Büscher, Fletcher, 2020, p. 25)

E. Marris (2011)

but spatial

guidance on

how conviviality could be applied in relation
to nature conservation sites are not clearly

Thus, by using these lenses and the case

expressed.

of Atanasovsko lake lagoon with its spatial
characteristics, that are explained in the pre-

1.5.2. Case study related gabs:

vious sections, this thesis aims to serve as

• Lack of integrative approach to the

discussion document.

Natura 2000 areas in the municipal urban
development plans and strategies.

On one hand, to discuss the potentials of

• Lack of long term vision for the Natura

this specific nature conservation site as a
connecting element

2000 area Atanasovsko lake.

between the strong-

ly urban character of the main Burgas and

• The focus on conservation initiatives for

the rural satellite districts. And on the oth-

the lagoon range but not involving its

er, to explore convivial interactions and

systemic linkages.

approaches that boost “healthy” connec-

3. Research related gabs:

tions between nature, urban, and rural land-

• Lack of georeferenced spatial data.

scapes.
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1.6. Research questions

RQ: What kind of an interface could facilitate the interconnectedness
of the NATURA 2000 site Atanasovsko lake with the adjacent city Burgas and rural landscape?

• SRQ1: What is the current landscape system of the NATURA 2000
site Atanasovsko lake and its adjacent territory?
• SRQ2: What are the driving forces within the landscape system of
the NATURA 2000 site Atanasovsko lake and its adjacent territory?
• SRQ3: What characteristics could the interface that facilitate interconnectivity between the nature conservation site and urban/rural
adjacent landscape have?
• SRQ4: Which are the entry points within the landscape system of
the NATURA 2000 site Atanasovsko lake and its adjacent landscape
where this type of interface can occur?

DQ: How can through a landscape design the interface of Natura 2000
site Atanasovsko Lake address interconnectedness with the adjacent
city Burgas and rural landscape and to generate potentials for the region of Burgas?

12

Figure 02-01. The salt production site within the lagoon.
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Research Structure
2.1. Research Strategy
The initial theoretical notions presented

is not a result of the analysis, despite the

in chapter 1 set the prerequisites for the

fact they are presented one after another in

essence of this research and the attempt to

this report. More accurate is to look at them

study landscapes from systems perspective.

as simultaneously developing parts that

Applying such lenses requires a reflexive way

are

of researching and understanding (Teddlie &

design proposition. As such, the thesis out-

Tashakkori, 2012) or as Deming & Swaffield

come is seen more as a catalyst for future

(2011) explain it, landscape knowledge, from

discussions and is open to be adjusted and

a landscape architecture perspective, is a

improved by future feedback and findings.

interwoven together in a strategy and

result of integrated holistic approach and
as such it is actively constructed and recon-

2.2. Methods

structed during (and after) the research.
In order to pursue the objectives, the research uses the constructivist worldview

The study is set upon the mixed methods re-

(Cresswell, 2014). Thus its focus is on under-

search as described in Cresswell (2014). The

standing the researched environment and

performed combination of methods fall into

its systemic linkages. The initial theoretical

the scope of the qualitative research: partici-

notions and objectives explained before,

patory mapping, observation and participant

together with my personal and academic

observation, informal interviews, literature

background as a student from Bulgaria and

reviews used as descriptive research. By

educated in the Wageningen approach set

additional quantitative data available from

my research lenses.

the secondary resources was used to give
more detailed knowledge about the area. As

As a landscape architecture thesis, the

explained above RTD is also applied for inte-

design process aim to be research through

grating the analytical and design phases.

design (Deming & Swaffield, 2011; Lenzholzer, Duchhart, Koh, 2013). Thus, the design
and research are interlinked and are used
to support each other. The design process

14

2.2.1. Literature & Desktop study.

goon and its adjacent area. I chose the walk-

It is used for collecting secondary data

ing routes in a direction from the periphery

and developing an overall picture of the

of the adjacent landscape and the satellite

situation.

districts towards the lagoon, crossing (as

Scientific articles, management plans, and

far as possible) the territory of the Natura

raw data are used for gaining understanding

2000 zone Atanasovsko lake. The topogra-

on landscape development, ecosystem inter-

phy played an important role as the walks

actions, water system organisation, urban

were planned from the highest towards the

planning processes, and historical context.

lowest areas of the landscape.

Government

government-support-

Nevertheless, the routes were chosen in

ed publications were also referred to.

advance they were modified during the ac-

Publications, monitoring reports were re-

tual walking. The reasons were related to

ferred to the Natura 2000 zone status.

accessibility or safety as (fenced) private ar-

Grey literature such as web articles, web-

eas, presence of stray dogs, or locations that

sites, tourist brochures, news reports, are

were pointed as unsafe according to locals.

and

used for further comprehension.
The data collected is in the form of a pho2.2.2. Explorative Walks and Observations.

to registry of 76 photo points with record-

Five

explorative

conduct-

ed GPS coordinates and descriptive notes

ed

during the main fieldwork visit in No-

about the observed environment, accompa-

vember 2019. The walks were intended as

nied with descriptions and reflections of the

a tool to gain ground truthful experiential

whole walks.

walks

were

understanding about the area.
In combination with the observations, a gen-

2.2.3. Participatory mapping workshop.

eral understanding about peoples’ way of

The participatory mapping workshop is used

interacting with the landscapes was gained.

as a tool to generate information about the

In the role of the researcher, I had initial-

qualities, threats, and conflicts within the

ly set lenses and questions through which

Natura 2000 area Atanasovsko lake from the

I saw and interpreted the landscape. I initi-

perspective of the stakeholders representa-

ated the walks with the intention that the

tives. Thus the method aims to be a tool to

lagoon stays isolated from its adjacent ter-

get familiar with the stakeholders’ dynamics

ritories. Therefore, I aimed to search for the

and their understanding of the case study.

locations where I could perceive visual and

The method is explained in detail in Chap-

physical connection with and between the la-

ter 4. But here it needs to be noted that the

15

participatory maps do not represent the ul-

during the explorative walks. The talks

timate truth about the landscape, they are

are supplementary tool in the explora-

more a way of seeing it. They embody a dis-

tive walks and the observations.

tinct social-economic-political-group under-

2. Experts such as ecologists, ornitholo-

standing, as they are an agreed vision of the

gists, and risk reduction specialist. Their

group members (Martin& Hanington, 2012).

expertise is directly linked to this particu-

This method shows power structure relations

lar case study area. I was addressing clar-

and dynamics. Thus, the maps are products

ifying questions during all stages of the

of the participants and show

research. Thus this method is used as a

informa-

verifying tool.

tion that is relevant for them (IFAD, 2009).
Additionally, such mapping is an agency for
communication, empowerment, and discus-

2.2.6. Participant Observations.

sions for long term processes.

In this method the researcher took the role
of participant in two types of activities:

The data generated from the mapping are

1. Routes chosen in advance by the NGO

descriptive and graphic representations of

representatives, who are also experts work-

the landscape, additionally clarified and sup-

ing on the nature conservation aspect of

plemented during an open discussion with

the area. The routes aimed to show valu-

all the participants.

able places in and around the lagoon. In
the role of the researcher, I was recording

2.2.4. Map study.

impressions of the person who is leading the

Analysis of the landscape system via availa-

route in the form of a photo gallery. Reflec-

ble maps related to geomorphology, soils,

tion notes were taken after that. Thus, this

land use, urban development plans. Thus a

method is a supplementary toop that gained

spatial image can be obtained.

understanding on personal-professional im-

Due to the lack of information a lot of as-

pressions about the landscape.

sumptions are made on the base of satellite

2. Participation in a group bike route. In July

images.

2020 I took part in a test 30km bike route
around the lagoon with another 60 partici-

2.2.5. Informal Interviews.
Informal

interviews

are

pants. The route was chosen in advance by
unstructured

the NGO. During the route I collected addi-

interviews that were performed with two

tional 15 photo points that are used as sup-

groups of people:

plementary data for the experiential walks

1. Landscape users that I came across

observations.
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2.3. Validity and Triangulation.
The validation of the data happens on the

Triangulating researcher’s modes - observ-

basis of triangulation between the differ-

er, participant, facilitator also enriches the

ent methods. For landscape organization

study.

analysis, quantitative data from available

The process of designing is used as a tool

resources was used (as scientific articles,

for triangulation and detailing landscape

management plans, or monitoring ecologi-

analysis outcomes, by raising questions

cal reports) and the qualitative growth truth

during the process and creating feedback

study of the researcher was combined in

loops between the research phases (Len-

order to gain more complete understanding

zholzer, Duchhart, Koh, 2013).

about the area.

Figure 02-02. Diagram of methods and research questions relations.
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Figure 03-01. Burgas city in a distance, reflects on the
water surface of the lagoon Atanasovsko lake.

3
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Theoretical Framework
In the

Introduction chapter a reference

“common world”. In a way that generates

is made towards the work of Büscher and

support for nature conservation sites and in-

Fletcher (2020) and their search of the con-

tegrates them within the other land-use do-

vivial approach towards nature conserva-

mains.

tion. They draw upon the statement that

Questions related to where and how to ac-

nature conservation is a social and political

cess in and around nature conservation sites

construct with a result in the promotion of

become crucial. Therefore, when studying

conservation sites or as pristine nature or

opportunities for convivial nature conserva-

nature as a resource for humanity only. Ac-

tion, its opposition - the issue of boundaries

cording to the authors, in a way this creates

has to be explored as well.

dichotomy between nature and human doApproaching landscape design as process-re-

mains as separate parts of one whole.

lated , holistic, and systemic the issue of
By opposing nature conservation sites

boundary setting and crossing is becoming

against other land uses, without any doubt

central, as it is making use of nature-ecol-

the issue of boundaries arises. The following

ogy-culture systems (Koh, 2013; Duchhart,

paragraphs aim to explore a set of attrib-

2007). For this thesis

utes, that can be used as searchlights to il-

fer to the work of Barnett and his Emergence

luminate the characteristics of an interface

in Landscape architecture (2013) where the

that enhances the interconnectivity of the

focus is on process – people – approach.

bo

y

i

viv

con

a ry

Figure 03-02. Schematic representation
of the theoretical lenses

u

nd

it
al

Emergence in LAR
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I predominantly re-

The theory of Emergence in Landscape

tive (fig. 03-02). Which is a typical research

Architecture enables us to study the phe-

through design issue related to complex and

nomena

integrated tasks and wicked problems (De

of

conviviality and boundaries

from a landscape

Jonge, 2009).

architecture perspec-

3.1. Boundary as Interface
Traditional perception about boundaries is

This categorization leads to the understand-

related to seeing them as static, strictly de-

ing that boundaries, as Paasi (2001) says, are

fined linear, geographical entities (Lechev-

multidimensional.

alier & Wielgohs, 2013). Within the past 30

The territorial anchoring is just a spotlight

years there is shift towards studying and

on the whole picture and often it is rather

dealing with boundaries as process related

“fuzzy” characteristics as a prerequisite of

social constructs that are “ordering soci-

the interplay between functional and sym-

ety” by defining power relations (Newman,

bolic constructs (Christiansen et al., 2000).

2003). Thus, the distinguishing between two

For example, between political, law, eco-

things is the matter of setting a boundary.

nomic and health systems, science, ethics,

By doing so, this action defines the interface

love or the differentiation between the self

where the one entity ends and where the

and the other (Stetter 2005b; in Sendhardt,

other starts.

2013). Understanding boundaries as multidimensional tools for establishing power re-

The study of Sendhardt (2013) shows that

lations, leads to the statement that bound-

boundaries differ in functions and meaning.

aries could be seen as an interface between

The authors differentiate several types:

systems that set a space for communication.
Or in the words of Sendhardt (2013):

• territorial,
• functional,

“the very process of creating boundaries is

• symbolic,

an act of communication”

• in-between combinations.
Here my experience during the fieldwork and
the participatory mapping event showed
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3.2. Unfolding Conviviality

that the boundaries differ according to who
is setting them and what her/his position is in
the power structure relations. Thus social in-

Convivencia - ‘coexistence’, ‘living together’; Spanish

terventions and actions open space for com-

term associated with medieval period and the complex interplay between religious, social, and cultural

municating boundary issues beyond their

practices of Muslims, Christians, and Jews on the terri-

territorial representations. But boundary as

tory of Spain. (Oxford Dictionary, 2010)

negotiation spaces with “procedural character and the tendency to change “(Stetter

Motivated to gain deeper understanding

2005, in Sendhardt, 2013).

about “the human modes of togetherness”
the authors of “Comparing convivialities”,

Studying boundaries in landscapes, through

Nowicka & Vertovec, (2014) dive into the fun-

the lenses of seeing them as processes in

damental ideas and meanings about this top-

processes within constantly changing sys-

ic. They draw upon several disciplines from

tems is typical research trough design chal-

social and cultural studies to spatial planning

lenge. Thus Barnett’s work gives inspiration

perspectives.

and opens the door when dealing with complex landscape-boudary issue and deciding

Several sources show that the concept about

where the boundary is fluid and flexible and

conviviality in the social-urban nexus can be

where it needs to be strict.

traced back to Ivan Illich’s book “Tools for
Conviviality” (1973), where the philosopher
gives a critique on the drastic rise of product oriented industrial society. These tools,
according to Illich, are rooted in advocacy,
democratic learning, solidarity and community building (Illich 1973, p.27). Thus, conviviality from his perspective is related to generating capacity for autonomous and creative
relations among individuals.
While Illich emphasizes more on the social
side of conviviality, Laurier and Philo (2006)
point out the difference between conviviality as a practice amongst people and as a
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quality of places. For example, from spatial

In this manner some sort of association with

and place-based perspective the work of

“neighborliness” arises.

Tamminga et al. (2014, 2020) refers to the

The statement of Erickson (2011) gives a

architect and design theorist Christopher

glance towards the counterpoint - bounda-

Alexander and his “Timeless way of build-

ry. Erickson states that conviviality by itself

ing” (1979). There a reference to conviviality

is an “idealistic aspiration” which does not

is seen as “the order of a building or a town

happen by itself. Moreover, it is a constant

grows out directly from the inner nature of

practise and in order to be present in a place

the people, and the animals, and plants, and

it needs guidance and rules (Overing and

matter which are in it” (Alexander, 1979, p 7).

Passes, 2000).

Alexander includes non-human beings in the

As it turns out, conviviality is not something

arena of conviviality. If I relate this to the

archived or built, it is a way of being in a

statement of the urban anthropologist Peat-

place or part of a place. Moreover, convivial-

tie (1998) who highlights the importance of

ity is not a final outcome but it is a constant

“community planning” as a necessary tool

process of shaping and negotiating interac-

to establish long-term relations to a place,

tions over time. Or as Nowicka and Vertovec

then including in the picture

animals, or

(2014) refer to this: it is an act of embracing

plants, or other living creature, as equal ac-

“conflict and friendliness”, navigating and

tors in a place dynamics requires to expand

practicing boundary-making and crossing.

our understanding about community build-

Thus, it turns out that conviviality is more a

ing and who and what forms the community.

“momentary contact” (Amin, 2008) that allows actors to experience each others’ lives

In this regard, from the perspective of

and by doing so it has a capacity to stimulate

Tamminga’s (2014) work conviviality is un-

empathy and generate awareness and care

derstood as an intimate form that frames

of belonging to the “larger fabric of life”.

connections between people and the morethan-human actors. By provoking senses via

Hence, similarly to the notion of boundary

sounds, aroma, textures, colours. It is “a kind

as a space of communication, the convivial

of multi-community neighbourliness that em-

place provides opportunities for encounter-

braces difference and exchange” (Tamminga,

ing and interacting with the other. To offer

2014, p.3). Thus conviviality is an act of expe-

opportunities and potentials for this encoun-

riencing each other’s lives rather than being

ter is also a matter of the discipline of land-

only side by side as Arizpe sees it (1998).

scape architecture.
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3.3. The “Common World “
and the Openness of
Becoming.

portantly, as an open system landscapes are

Emergence theory in Landscape

everything to shiver and unfold together

Architecture (Barnett, 2013)

with everything else. They are not absolute,

constantly changing due to the flows passing through them. Barnett sees them as dynamic and flexible assemblage that allows

not a container for a form (Barnett, 2013*).
The findings in the previous sections lead to
Thus the common world is not set, it is a

similarities to Barnett’s Emergence in Land-

way of exploring the common habitation for

scape Architecture. The Emergence theory

humans and non-humans, adjusting and im-

enables us to study the phenomenon of con-

proving it as it goes based on network spe-

vivial boundary from a landscape architec-

cifics and feedback loops.

ture perspective. In Barnett’s work this convivial space is called the “common world”.
His visions resonates with what the Artistic
Director of dOCUMENTA(13) Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev says about conviviality and
reminds that “we may design spaces and expect particular effect, but we cannot control
how togetherness happens” – it is free to
become as it is.
Leaning on the “openness of becoming”
the emergence theory sets the light on the
“movement” not on the state of something,
but on the transition.
“Landscape” in Barnett’s work is not only
the state frozen in a moment, or the process,
it is the movement within changes, the processing, the changing. Time plays an essential role. As when we deal with landscapes,
it is not simply an isolated segment from its
context, or something consistent, nor stuck
in a particular time-space frame. More im-
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3.4. The Assembling of the
Convivial Interface

Throught the lenses of these theoretical no-

Interwoven together, this refers to find-

tions I searched visions about boundary as

ing potentiality for the convivial interface.

an interface and an supplement answer to

Based on these notions the convivial inter-

the question:

face could be represented as a living filter
that encompasses change, a meeting place

What characteristics could the interface that

for encouraging otherness, assembled by

facilitate interconnectivity between nature

interior and exterior spaces, core zones and

conservation site and urban/rural adjacent

buffers, influenced by moving patterns that

landscape have?

interact with the different edges and simultaneously changing them.

As far as I understand it, the convivial boundary is more about place specifics, as a communicative and

meeting space based on

social-cultural connections. The convivial interface is a common zone that opens opportunities for interaction between different entities. The vibrant “living together” happens
over time as practice and commitment, but

boundaries

also as a result of guiding principles.

flows
entities intrinsically
not influenced by
boundaries

While, Barnett is more about the time, the
process of change from moment to moment.
Thus when dealing with commons Barnett

convivial encounters

invites us - give it space, give it time, give it

moving wedges

opportunities to come to exist, to emerge,
to be, and act according to the feedbacks.
Conviviality is about communication and Barnett’s Emergence is more about potentiality.

Figure 03-03. Adapted from Barnett, 2013. Schematic
notions about convivial interface.
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3.5. Guide to the Analysis
• The boundary zone has the ability to de-

The theoretical framework gave conceptual
characteristic about the convivial interface:

velop and change. The network of these
points is the assemblage of the convivial

• It is related to existing conditions within

boundary zone.

the landscape that provide potentiality

• Articulate these components: for exam-

for encounter

ple, the stream as the first meeting with

• It includes variety and combinations of

the lagoon ecosystem or providing sanc-

landscape components.

tuaries for animals around the lagoon na-

• It is nested in the current system but

ture reserve, as a riparian forest.

open to change.
• It is in transition.

As we talk about convivial space as commu-

• Simultaneously it is a component and it is

nicative space – understanding landscape

assembled by different components.

components from multiple perspective is

• It allows components of the landscape

necessary. Thus involving the public is an im-

system to mingle together and interact

portant step.

with each other.

Emergence theory does not provide a set
of analytical tools. This theory is more like a

Thus such formulation gives guides for ap-

guiding framework for understanding com-

proaching the analytical and design part. As

plexity and the emergence nature. The re-

it requires:

search attempts to research systems and
patterns interactions both on physical and

• Understanding of landscape components

social-cultural levels and influenced in time

of the Natura 2000 area and its adjacent

in order to understand flows and transitions.

territories in terms of flows. As water sys-

This is possible by using Duchhart model

tem organization on watershed and wa-

(Duchhart, 2007) (fig. 06-04) for the ana-

ter catchment level; ecological connec-

lytical purposes, as it is based on the triplex

tivity; direction of urban growth.

model (Kerkstra, et al., 1976), and the socio-

• Define transition zones as catalysts for

physical organisation model (Kleefmann et

the convivial interface.

al., 1989).

• Define potential areas/places/spots for
“communicative-meeting” space.
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Figure 03-04. Duchhart model (Duchhart, 2007).
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Figure 04-00. My fieldwork equipment.
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Experiencing the Landscape
Fieldwork & Landscape Analyses Part 1
The main part of the field work took place in

al activities for kids and students and team

a very early stage of the research with time

meetings. Moreover, I had the opportunity

duration of 1 month in November 2019. As

to co-organise together with Lagoon of Life

a city on the coast, the life in Burgas is very

team the Public Advisory Council meeting

active during the summer period. In Novem-

which aim is to provide space from commu-

ber, a period outside of the tourist season,

nication and partnership for local stakehold-

the life of the local communities comes to

ers and institutions involved in the area.

the fore. Thus their interaction with the nature conservation site as well.
A crucial step was the collaboration with the

In this chapter, I elaborate on my fieldwork

Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation and the La-

experience, with focus on the two main re-

goon of Life project. This gave me the chance

search methods that were performed - par-

to be closely involved in the landscape pro-

ticipatory mapping and explorative walks.

cesses and to gain first-hand understanding

Together with the generated results of the

of the stakeholders’ dynamics, ecosystem

fieldwork, the in-between conclusions are

organisation, and the life in and around the

presented as a foundation for further re-

lagoon. I was involved in outdoor education-

search and the spatial concept and design.

Figure 04-01. First photo from the field.
The Alley of Salt between the lagoon
Atanasovsko lake and the Black Sea.
Burgas in a distance.
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4.1. Stakeholders’ Perspective.
Challenges and Potentials of the
Natura 2000 area Atanasovsko Lake

Based on the theoretical notions presented

territory of the lagoon towards the whole

in chapter 3 and the intentions for the search

range of the Natura 2000 zone Atanasovsko

on integrative interface of the Natura 2000

lake. The overall objective was to start a pro-

area Atanasovsko lake essential part of the

cess of developing a common vision for the

research is the involvement of the stake-

Natura 2000 area Atanasovsko lake.

holders and getting to know the landscape
from their perspective. I had the opportuni-

During

the

meeting

a

participatory

ty to co-organise together with Lagoon of

mapping workshop was held. The goal of the

Life team a Public Advisory Council meeting

workshop was to provoke a dialogue by op-

which aim is to open space from communi-

posing different aspects of the area and

cation and partnership for local stakehold-

stakeholder groups in order to identify main

ers and institutions involved in the area. The

challenges, threats and nested potentialities

event from November 2019 was intended as a

within the Natura 2000 zone and its adjacent

step towards broadening the focus from the

landscape.

Figure 04-02. Public Advisory Council meeting 14-11-2019
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The generated results were systematised in
interpretative maps and guided the baseline
for the spatial strategic concept.

4.1.1. Structure of the
Participatory mapping event
Date: 14.11.2019
Time duration:
Mapping - 40min
Presentation and feedback/comments – 10 min.
Wrap up discussion – 10-20min

Participants:
In total there were 23 participants from
the following institutions:.
• Burgas Municipality;

• Fishing and hunting associations;

• Salt Factory Burgas;

• Burgas Airport;

• Burgas Regional Inspectorate of Envion-

• Art-cultural association Hamalogika

ment and Water;
• Burgas University;
• Environmental NGOs as Green Balkans;
• Bulgarian Society of Protection of Birds;

Task structure:
A main focus of the participatory activity

aesthetic. The decision to simplify the area

was to collect information about the quali-

by these functional aspects aimed to make

ties, threats, and conflicts within the Natura

the task more comprehensive and to ease

2000 area Atanasovsko lake recognisable by

the process of interpreting the generated in-

the participants. To do that 4 focus groups

formation (IFAD, 2009).

were formed related to 4 general aspects of
the area – ecological, economic, social and
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In order to keep it free, the participants

The decision to use a scale map was motivat-

choose by themselves which group to join

ed by the need to overlay and compare maps

according to their own interest and experi-

results.

ence.
Every group received a scale map of the area

The mapping was followed by presentation

and 4 identical questions.

of the groups’ work and discussion focus
on the relationality and the dependence between the aspects.

Focus Groups:

Questions:

1. Group 1 – ecological aspect, places with

1. What are the general characteristics of
the important places in relation to the as-

ecological value
2. Group 2 – economic aspect, places with

pect of your focus group?

economic value

2. Could you draw these places on the map?

3. Group 3 – social aspect, places with social

3. What is threatening/obstructing these

value

places?

4. Group 4 – aesthetic aspect, places with

4. What is assisting them?

aesthetic value

Figure 04-03. Group 2 - Economic aspect
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4.1.2. Generated results
Ecological aspect:
• 5-colour scheme highlighting zones according to the pollution and urban pressure that area receives;
• Green – zones not under pressure, located the north site of the lagoon and on
the boundary of the Natura 2000 zone;
• Blue – fresh water system;
• Yellow – zones under semi-pressure; intensive agriculture, heavy fertilization
and pesticides;
• Red – zones under high pressure, close to
main high-speed roads, urban fringe, and
the bypass channel;
• Black - industrial sites.

Economic aspect:
1 colour scheme highlighting Big enterprises
and industrial areas as:
Industrial zone within the urban fringe
Industrial zones on the north-east side of the
Lagoon
• Salt factory
• Burgas airport
• Food processing facilities
• Construction materials warehouses
• Clay Quarry
• Sport Facilities
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Social aspect:
2-colour scheme - blue and red:
• Blue - Socially important zones:
Sea Garden - Park Ezeroto; The Alley of Salt recreational purpose; Salt Factory - lay and
curative mud; Satellite districts - potential
connection between them; Roman bath
houses in Vetren district; bike-hiking route
to Saraphovo district.
• Red - Critical zones:
Bypass channel of the lagoon; the area between the main city and the lagoon; Polluted
water inflow in the brook system.

Aesthetic aspect:
3-colour scheme - green, red, purple to point
places with aesthetic value in relation to 3
categories:
• Green - landscape panoramic

scen-

eries;
• Red - Historical landmarks;
• Purple - Close scenery of the lagoon and
bird observation spots.

Figure 04-04. Participatory maps a) Ecological aspect; b)
Economic aspect; c) Social Aspect; d) Aesthetic aspect.
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4.1.3. Analytical interpretations
As a conclusion of the mapping outcome

Additional

I consider the different approach of every

which enriched the workshop outcomes.

group as their interpenetration of the task.

All the gathered insight were synthesised in

The answers of the questions gave clarifying

two interpretative maps:

comments

were

mentioned,

detailed explanation of the particular places
and ranges related to the aspects. The type

1. Obstructs and threats of the Natura 2000

of wording contributed to understanding

zone Atanasovsko lake

the qualities, opportunities and challenges

(fig. 04 - 05)

related to the aspects. A very valuable mo-

2. Qualities and opportunities of the Natura
2000 zone Atanasovsko lake (fig. 04-06)

ment was the presentation and discussion
session, as it gave additional explanation of
what exactly every group means by the colour schemes, or mapping method.

Figure 04-05. Presentation of Social aspect group work.
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Obstructs and threats of the Natura 2000 zone Atanasovsko lake Combined stakeholders’ perspective
According to the participatory mapping and

nal. This increases the risk of pollution of

my interpretations of this process the chal-

the Black Sea and floods into the lagoon.
3. Unregulated use of pesticides and the

lenges/obstructs/ threats are:

pesticide leaching into the brook sys1. The grey water discharge from the set-

tem.

tlements into the brook system.
2. Unregulated water discharge from the
high-speed roads, transport facilities and
industrial facilities into the lagoon’s retention water bodies and the bypass ca-

Figure 04-06. Analytical interpretation
of participatory mapping: Obstructs
& threats of the Natura 2000 zone
Atanasovsko lake
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Qualities and opportunities of the Natura 2000 zone Atanasovsko lake Combined stakeholders’ perspective
The results about qualities and potentials

ing the narrow area for active recreation.

are related more to the specific places. The

While northern part of the Natura zone is

dots on the maps represent valuable loca-

mentioned only for the scenery views and a

tions in relation to the specific aspect.

historic landmark in Vetren district.

The social active zone is located between

Potentials were pointed to be a develop-

the city and the lagoon - this is the Sea Gar-

ment of alternative connections between

den, the largest public park in Burgas. An-

Burgas and the northern satellite districts.

other socially active zone is the Alley of Salt
- connecting the sea garden and the Salina,
where daily about thousand people are us-

Figure 04-07. Analytical interpretation
of participatory mapping: Qualities &
opportunities of the Natura 2000 zone
Atanasovsko lake
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4.1.4. In-between conclusions
Thus the mapping contributed to:

The generated insights do not provide with
the ultimate truth about the area. They are
more like searchlights on what within the

• Understanding the landscape dynamics

current context of the lagoon and the Nat-

from the perspective of stakeholders.

ura 2000 zone is important for the involved

• Understanding about what the partici-

parties. By discussing and searching together

pants see as potentials – what a potential

what are the challenges and opportunities,

is for them. This gives insights about the

the exchange of information and interac-

first nested potentialities within the land-

tion does stimulate us to look at the lagoon

scape system and searchlight for what

and the Natura 2000 zone beyond its nature

kind of potential to look at.

conservation boundaries, beyond the urban

• Understanding that there is a need of a

range, or beyond the agricultural fields. In

strategy for the whole watershed scale,

relation to every aspect the boundaries dif-

not only for the range of the Natura 2000

fer, they overlap, they merge, they shrink or

zone. Thus the generated results gave

expand.

the insights for the spatial strategic con-

Thus, by mapping together, system dynam-

cept with focus on protecting the brook

ics become vivid for all participants as they

system and the bypass channel.

are recreated in the moment. Chevalier &
Buckles (2019) refer to this as soft-system
thinking.
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4.2. Entry Points for
Convivial Encounter
During my field work I intended a series of

plained through the lenses of the theoreti-

five explorative walks combined with site ob-

cal characteristics in chapter 3. In this thesis

servations. On a later stage of the research,

the points for convivial encounter are under-

as a second field visit, I participated in an

stood as sets of tactically articulated “places

organised test for a biking route. These two

of connection”, where different components

experiences enabled me to get first-hand

interact with each other. Thus the identifi-

knowledge about the landscape by discov-

cation and articulation of such entry points

ering and exploring its characteristics on the

feeds the strategic spatial concept with

terrain, to seek unrevealed potentials within

the potentials seen through the researches

it, and to be involved in its character. Other-

lenses.

wise only by studying maps, and reviewing
literature and online sources about the area

In order to identify the entry points, a photo

the little features that hold the essence of

registry was created with the data from the

the landscape stay hidden (Schultz & van

experiential walks and the test bike route.

Etteger, 2016).

Afterwards, a selection process was performed in order to get a finale set of entry

In this section I focus on the identification

points.

of entry points for convivial encounter ex-

4.2.1. Data collection
In total 76 photo points were listed during

ample, the transitions from places of traffic

5 explorative walks of the area of Atanas-

noise into quiet places with dominance of

ovsko lake and its adjacent landscape. An-

nature sounds, or in the change of the eleva-

other 15 points were listed during the bike

tion. The motion of moving during the walks

tour in July 2020 . It is important to be noted

and the cycling was different, which resulted

that the photo points are photo representa-

in the lower number of points taken during

tions of the scenes on a particular spot, but

the bike route. For both methods the mode

the walking and cycling between two photo

of the researched can be explained as dis-

points and the change of the scenery affects

covery mode. As I was discovering/exploring

how a particular spot is perceived. For ex-

and intuitively choosing which spots to regis-
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ter. I was searching for places with long view

colours and perspective biodiversity; visual

scenery, changing landscape – transition

and physical accessibility to the lagoon was

zones; or change of the topography; plac-

searched for; and where the lagoon can be

es with diverse landscape elements; places

experienced physically or visually.

of co-use or emergence of co-use; places of

4.2.2. Analytical tool and finale outcomes
From these 91 points (76 from the walks and

1.

Is it Long-view scenery?

15 from the bike route), a 41 were selected as

2.

Is it multiple diverse scenery?

a first set of entry points for the convivial en-

3.

Is the Scenery with a dominant?

counter. These first selections were made on

4.

Is the elevation perceptible?

the basis of excluding photo points that are

5.

Is the transition b/n different land. units percep-

in close range of 200-300m and with a very

tible?

similar component. Additionally, the points

6.

Is there a perceptible presence of co-use?

were triangulated with a range of the are-

7.

Is the presence of historic features perceptible?

as/locations assigned as valuable during the

8.

Is the water interaction perceptible?

participatory mapping.

9.

Is there indication of future change in terms of the
construction process?

Second selection was made on the base of

10. Is the biodiversity perceptible?

the researcher’s perception for the following questions with the criteria in three possi-

Thus the finale set contains 24 entry points

ble answers: no; slightly/maybe; yes.

for convivial encounter (fig. 04-09, 04-10;
appendix 2).

Figure 04-08.
Scheme selection process.
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Figure 04-09.
Location of the finale set of 24 entry
point for convivial encounter.

4.2.3. Potentials of the convivial encounters
The selected entry points contribute to form

vention, Cultural histories sites; site-la-

the basis for the articulation of tactical con-

belling.
• Foundation of the routing to shape the

vivial encounters. Their character, as seen

social world of actors.

through the researcher’s lenses, reveal the
potential articulations and design incentives

• The character of the entry points open

for the strategic spatial concept. They are

room for propositions for thematic

presented on fig. 04-11a,b.

routes as:
- Local farmers/services route;
- Bird Life and scenery route;

• Thematic groups: services – as potentials

- Historic Roman route.

“Lagoon” farming network, potential
places for landscape experiential inter-
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Figure 04-10a.
Photo registry sample . Finale set of
entry point for convivial encounter.
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Figure 04-10b.
Photo registry sample . Finale set of
entry point for convivial encounter.
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Figure 04-11a.
Initial design incentives for the finale
set of 24 convivial encounters.
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Figure 04-11a.
Initial design incentives for the finale
set of 24 convivial encounters.

Welcome to the Rural Burgas.

Figure 05-01. Flamingos flying over the lagoon
(Nov. 2019).
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Landscape Organisation
Landscape analyses Part 2

The analyses about the landscape organisa-

The landscape levels of the research area

tion, as presented in this chapter are an inte-

are schematically presented in (fig. 05-02).

grative product of the information gathered
during the fieldwork and the desk study. In
order to obtain an accurate picture of the
organisation of the landscape-level linkages, a shift between scale levels is necessary.
Barnett (2013) refers to scale as “an operating device” that enables the researcher to
study landscapes by isolating its systemic
parts that in reality are connected.

Figure 05-02. Schematic representation of the landscape system of the research area
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5.1. Landscape Organisation
5.1.1. Burgas lowland context.
In the present Bulgarian landscape the valley

belongs to a larger structural valley network

network is considered to be the dominant

Upper Thrace – Middle Tundzha subregion,

landscape structural element (Stoyanov &

through which Maritsa(Evros) and Tundzha

Gachev, 2012). This is a result of the Neo-

rivers are flowing. Radially situated heights

gene and Quaternary evolution of the Balkan

separate the Southeast - Middle Tundzha

region that was influenced by the develop-

valley and Burgas lowlands; the latter stays

ment of the river systems. It is considered

on a lower elevation.

that the modern refile on the peninsula is

The Burgas lowland is surrounded on the

a result of “the interaction of slow vertical

North with Balkan mountain region, charac-

movements, neotectonic faulting, and river

terised with mountainous long ridges; on

activity” (in Zagorchev, 2009). In this con-

the South with Sakar-Strabdzha subregion,

text, according to the geomorphological zo-

more precisely the massive Strandzha moun-

nation of Bulgaria (in Zagorchev, 2009) our

tain, with lower and rounded ridges; and

focus areas as part of the Burgas lowland

the on East the Burgas Gulf and the Black

Figure 05-03. Schematic representation of the landscape of Burgas lowland and wetland complex
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Sea (Zagorchev, 2009). The lower coast of

Mandra. They form the Burgas wetland

the gulf is accumulation type with limans

complex, a dominant feature of the land-

and lagoons. From the North to the South

scape of the Burgas lowland. Beside the ac-

they are distributed as follows: the lagoon

cumulative coast, older marine terraces are

of Pomorie, the lagoon Atanasovsko lake,

recognizable at the periphery of the lowland

the liman Vaya, and the former liman - lake

(Stoyanov & Gachev, 2012).

5.1.2. Atanasovsko lake watershed area
1. Rolling hills

1.1. Landscape of the ridges

The rolling hills are part of the radially situat-

This landscape subunit is characterised by

ed height between the structure valleys and

very steep slopes with short, steep V-shaped

the Burgas lowland. They are characterised

brook beds on the ridges’ sides. The ridges’

with steep ridges and undulating smooth

tops and sides are covered mainly with grass-

foot slopes.

lands and arid shrub formations, while the
down slopes are covered with coniferous
forest patches. The three vegetation is a re-

Figure 05-04. Map of the landscape units
within the Atanasovsko lake watershed area
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sult of aforestation process. First, during the

more intensive agriculture practices.

beginning of the 20 century deforestation

In the flatter areas, with leached chernozem

around the village was taking place. The rea-

(dark, black) soils, are the arable lands. The

son was to gain land for agriculture, but land

brooks’ beds are V-shape, but with softer

degradation and heavy erosion were the re-

bank sides in comparison with those of the

sult of it. Thus in the 1930s those areas were

landscape of the rolling ridges.

replanded with coniferous forest (Stoyanov

Here the Natura 2000 habitat Pseudo-steppe

& Gachev, 2012). Nowadays, dry rills and gul-

with grasses and annuals (6220) is present.

lies are present at the sight slopes of the
ridges, but they are not active.

2. Alluvial wide valleys

The soils are very rocky, cinnemonic forest

2.1. Landscape of middle wide valleys.

type.

The subunit is characterized by nearly flat
sides and a spilled bottom. The intensive

1.2. Landscape of the undulating foot slopes.

arable land is the dominant land use. The

In this sub-unit the soils are cinnemonic for-

soils are alluvial chernozems. The natural

est type and grass and shrub vegetation are

brook beds are canalized for irrigation pur-

the main land cover. The areas are predom-

poses, but the natural features of the wide

inantly used for grazing, but at some loca-

U-shaped brook beds are still present in the

tions almond plantations and bee keeping

landscape. There are thin stripes of natural

are also present. Again a lot of dry rills and

vegetation.

gullies can be found, as a result of the former

Figure 05-05. Landscape of the rolling hills.
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2.2. Landscape of the estuaries.

Both subunits are favorable feeding areas

The areas of the brook estuary are where

for migrating storks.

the freshwater used to enter the lagoon.
Now due to the salt production purposes of

3. Rounded marine heights

Atanasovsko lake, the estuary landscape is

Inland heights characterised by marine sed-

functioning as retention areas that hold fresh

imentation, formed during the Upper Pleis-

water. The landscape unit is characterized

tocene

by meadows and marshlands, swamp-peat

landscape unit is characterized by its slight

soils. The area provides favorable nesting

smooth slope and rounded spilled tops, as a

conditions for protected bird species such as

result of the marine and atmospheric (wind)

the bittern (Botaurus stellaris). Other species

influence. The soil type is leached chernozem

such as the heron are finding good feeding

and the predominant land used is for inten-

spots within the marshes. The area is also fa-

sive agriculture. The area does not have nat-

vorable for mammals such as the otter. The

ural water supply, except for the precipita-

greek tortoise (Testudo graeca) is inhabiting

tion and the surface runoff.

these areas as well. The landscape of the es-

Along the transition zone between rounded

tuaries is also a location of a protected habi-

marine heights and the landscape with la-

tat of the Natura 2000 network - (1530) Pan-

goon influence, the marbled polecat (Vorme-

nonic salt steppes.

la peregusna) finds its moving corridors. The

In the larger range of the estuaries, grazing

agricultural fields provide favorable feeding

practices are also present.

areas for the red-breasted goose (Branta

(Stoyanov & Gachev, 2012). This

Figure 05-06. Landscape of rounded marine hights.
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ruficollis) during its migrating season.

The different salinity and water levels cre-

his landscape unit can be divided in two sub-

ate numeros micro habitats within the area

units related to urbanization and its intensifi-

as ) and mediterranean salt meadows (1410).

cation towards the coast.

The whole territory is a focus Natura 2000
habitat coastal lagoon (1150). The small earth-

3.1. Rounded marine heights of the rural

en dikes that divide the waterbody provide

landscape.

safe and favorable habitat for the rich bio-

Predominant agricultural land use. There is a

diversity that is present here. The Avocet

future tendency for urbanization of the top

(Recurvirostra avosetta), the Sandwich Tern

of the routed heights.

(Sterna sandvicensis) and the Kentish Plover
(Charadrius alexandrinus) breed there. The

3.2. Rounded marine heights of the urban

most attractive species such as pelicans and

landscape

flamingos find favorable resting and feeding

These areas are currently with predominant

spots.

Industrial developments and

dense road

systems. Urban-rural fringe of Burgas is an

Due to the modifications for salt production

example.

its territory could be divided on:
4.1. Basins and earthen dikes influenced by

4. Landscape of the coastal wetlands.

the brackish water

The landscape unit refers to the lagoon

4.2. Basins and earthen dikes influenced by

Atanasovsko lake and its periphery.

hyper saline water

Figure 05-06. Landscape of the coastal wetlands; Habitat of
Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand (1310)
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5. Landscape of the shore area

6. Settlement types in relation to the land-

5.1. Accumulative coast.

scape units.

The main part of the Burgas Gulf is characterised with this type of coast. It is a result of

6.1. Settlement distributed in-between the

the influence of the sea on the higher marine

rolling ridges.

terraces.

Small and compact villages, with limited road
access.

5.2. Sand spit.
The sand spit is located between the lagoon

6.2. Settlement of undulating food slopes.

and the sea and forms elongated sand sed-

These settlements take place in the land-

iments with 50 - 200m width (Stancheva et

scape of the undulating foot slopes and on

al.). The Natura 2000 habitat Embryonic shift-

the transition with the alluvial valleys.

ing dunes (2110) is taking place there Even

Old historic settlements, originally with

though the area is very narrow, it is an at-

compact structure. There are archeological

tractive recreational location for many citi-

landmarks from Roman times. Often water

zens and guests of Burgas.

springs are present (Vetren).

Nowadays

there is a tendency to grow radially and
along newly constructed roads. The satellite districts Vetren, Banevo, Rudnik, Cherno
More belong to this category.
6.3. Settlements of the coast.
From a historical perspective these are
small fishery villages on the coast. Nowadays these settlements are grown to tourist
destinations and in order to serve this function tourist developments are taking place.
Thus their structure spread along the coast,
followed by ribbon pattern of the developments (Ivanov et al, 2008).
The main Burgas and the satellite district Saraphovo are examples.
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Figure 05-07. Landscape unit section.
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spit
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5.2. Water System Organisation
5.2.1. The lagoon Atanasovsko lake

Atanasovsko lake is the northern coastal

From 1906 the lagoon gradually was convert-

wetland of Burgas. It is hypersaline water

ed into a salt production site. Nowadays its

body with total area of 16.9 km2, having a

surface is divided into numerous evaporation

length of 9km and width of 4.3.km (Vasilev

and crystallisation smaller basins of different

et al., 2013). It could be described with a

size, depth (0,15 - 0,8m), and salinity (17% -

firth character in its northern part and as a

50% and more). They are separated by earth-

lagoon into the South (Popov and Mishev,

en dykes and wooden barriers that form the

1974). The two parts of the lagoon do not

complex salt production system. The salty

have direct water contact as dike and a road

sea water enters the northern and the south-

separate them.

ern part of the lagoon via canal. Then due to
the differences in the ground elevation and
with the help of pumping the water moves

Figure 05-08. Salt production site. Salt crystallization basins.
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5.2.2. Brook system

through the evaporation basins. The primary
purpose of this cycle is to control the water

The brook system into the watershed of

circulation in a way that allows gradual solar

Atanasovsko lake has a density of 0,81km/

evaporation till the moment the salt crystals

km2 (Stancheva et al., 2017). Significant part

can be extracted at the crystallization basins.

of the brook system is distributed on the
northern side of the lagoon and it is charac-

Freshwater inflow is unfavourable for the

terised by a dendritic pattern. As typical for

salt production purposes, as they need par-

the rivers flowing through the Burgas valley

ticular water and salinity levels. The only

and south of it directly towards the Black sea

freshwater coming into the lagoon is caused

the main three brooks that are forming the

by precipitation and unexpected floods due

watershed range of Atanasovsko lake are

to rising of brooks’ water levels.

short and small (Zagorchev, 2009). These
three brooks are:
• Kurbardere on the north-west, with tributaries that flow through Vetren and Banevo satellite districts;
• Dermen dere ot the North, flowing

Figure 05-09. Atanasovsko lake watershed and
water system organization
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through the satellite districts Rudnik and

also changed to narrow and canalised fea-

Cherno more;

tures. This transformation led to change in

• Azmak (Dzhurdzhulata)

on the north-

the micro topography and sediment accumu-

east side with tributaries flowing through

lation (Stoyanov & Gachev, 2012). Due to the

a number of villages and the smaller town

canalised brook modifications in combina-

of Kableshkovo.

tion with intensive rainfall, the risk of floods
and debris flows increases . The alternation

They catch many smaller tributaries coming

of very long dry periods makes the soil along

from the landscape of the rolling hills at the

the brooks more susceptible to brook banks

back of the lagoon.

erosion and deposition, landslides or in the
steep parks of the watershed to rock falls

The water volume of the brooks is unstable

(Stoyanov & Gachev, 2012). Example of this

due to the number of micro-dams construct-

is the flood that occurred in Ventren satellite

ed along them in the 1930s. This was done

district in 2015 (WMIS, 2021).

for irrigation purposes in order to regulate

The downstreams of the main brooks (Kur-

the water outflow. Thus, the brook beds are

bardere, Dermen dere, Azmak) flow through
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Figure 05-10. Segment of the watershed
of Kurbardere. Downstream. Canalised brooks.

wide valleys with gentle slopes, with thick

width. At the area of retention of the water

alluvial deposits. As these areas are favour-

bodies it splits into the estuaries. The bypass

able for agriculture, there the presence of

canal discharges a full volume of fresh water

many irrigation ditches dissect the land.

coming from the watershed into the Black

The conversion of the lagoon for salt pro-

Sea.

duction purposes changed the organic con-

Experts and stakeholders raise the issue of

nection between the estuaries and the la-

the additional surface runoff from the traffic

goon. Nowadays the estuaries serve as the

roads that flows into the bypass canal. As

lagoon’s retention zones that store fresh

new constructions increase these probabili-

water. They are shallow water bodies with

ties and the capacity of the canal to hold the

marshlands, separated from the lagoon sys-

water drastically decreases.

tem by earthen dikes and the narrow bypass
canal to prevent fresh water inflow into the
Atanasovsko lake. The bypass canal depth is
about 2m. Its width varies depending on the
landscape characteristics from 13m to 7.5m

Kurbardere

		

Dermendere
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Figure 05-11. Segment of
the watershed of Kurbardere. Downstream.
Subwatersheds and drainage pattern.

5.3. Urban-rural Dynamics
The impact of the globalization of the 20th

In the context of the Bulgarian coast, and

century and the political transitions led to

especially Burgas, the population is unequal-

fast and intensive transformations in rela-

ly distributed due to the attractiveness of

tion to the urban-rural dynamics in Bulgraria.

coastal areas. The migration is from the in-

First the shift towards intensive agriculture

land towards the coastal zones by causing

practices in the time period of 1946-1989 led

fast development of continuous urban struc-

to landscape changes and massive deforest-

tures along it. The process can be explained

ation. The fast redirection of the population

with population and business migration from

towards the urban center after 1989 resulted

rural-to-urban and afterwards, from the ur-

in degrading rural lands, land abundance and

ban-to-suburban areas (Ivanov et al., 2008),

depopulation of the rural regions (Ivanov et

where intensive industrial developments in

al., 2008). Thus the urban center started to

and around large urban center, such as Bur-

expand spatially and economically.

gas,

are

taking

place. For reference,

the population concentrated in the main city
of Burgas has increased from 53, 778 peo-

			
Figure 05-12. Burags Gulf and
the urban extension along the castal wetlands.
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ple in 1934 to 212, 902 people in 2011, which

The strategy embedded in the Burgas Devel-

is about 300% more (Stancheva etal., 2017).

opment Master (2011) aims to enlarge the

These dynamics, together with the limited

distant districts for residential purposes by

terrestrial surface due to the presence of

new construction and improvement of the

large amount of water bodies, provoked the

transportation system. Example is the plan

gradual integration of the neighbouring vil-

for the A1 Black Sea highway that passes

lages into the city range (Stancheva etal.,

north of the lagoon. (Burgas Municipality,

2017). In the present-day history of Burgas,

2011; The City, 2019)

this process started in 1987 and continues up

The map on figure 05-13 shows the compari-

to now. The villages that joined the admin-

son between the current urban development

istrative range of Burgas in the last 10 years

and the planned future extension of the city,

have a status of satellite districts. Within the

according to the Burgas Development Mas-

research focus area these settlements are

ter Plan (Burgas Municipality,2011).

Vetren, Banevo, Rudnik, Cherno More, Saraphovo.

		
Figure 05-13.
Distribution of the planned future
developments. (Adapted from
Burgas Development Master Plan,
2011)
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5.4. In-between Conclusions

Combining the gained understanding about

have the tendency to form dense net-

the urban growth direction, urban-rural dy-

works.
• Such linear infrastructures are planned

namics, water system organisation and relatpol-

north of the lagoon, where the brook

luted surface runoff, plus the specifics of the

system is spread. Thus the areas of the

landscape organisation it becomes evident

future crossings between the motorway

that:

and the brook system are vulnerable

• Urban growth is in the process of redirec-

spots that need extra attention.

ed issues as grey water discharge and

• The influence of the urban-rural dynam-

tion from the coast towards radial distribution between the coastal wetlands.

ics directly affects the Natura 2000 area

• In the landscape of the rounded marine

Atanasovsko lake, as these processes are

heights, urban growth follows the con-

happening within it. Thus an integrative

struction of the linear transport infra-

strategy for the areas is necessary.

structure. These types of infrastructure

Figure 05-14. Estimated influence of
the planned future developments and
vulnarable territories.
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Figure 05-15. Urban-rural transition area.
Burgas in a distance.
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Figure 06-01. Symbiotic interactive space.
Co-creation of the lagoon image.
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Strategic Spatial Concept
and Design
6.1. Strategic Principles and 		
Spatial Concept
6.1.1. Introduction

This section incorporates the notions ex-

plants as Barnett frames it, is consciously

tracted from the theoretical framework and

appreciated and recognised. In a way that

the analysis (part 1&2) in order to form the

unites the land with its stewards and users

initial principles that set the foundation of

by generating awareness, interest for care

the spatial concept for the interface of the

and engagement with the area.

Natura 2000 area Atanasovsko lake.
Drawing upon the landscape approach to-

Thus, the strategic concept attempts to give

wards design (Koh, 2013, Duchhart, 2007),

an alternative of how these interlinkages

the lenses of the Emergence theory (Barnett,

can be manifest in spatial manner by tack-

2013), and the literature review on convivial

ling Atanasovsko lake site’s specific issues.

boundary, it becomes evident that the com-

In particular: revealing the potentiality of

plexity of landscapes, its flexibility towards

the area as connecting element between the

change, and enhancing assembled networks

main city and its newly joint satellite districts;

rise opportunities for the nature conserva-

maintain clean water inflow towards Black

tion area. These opportunities are beyond

Sea; preventing the lagoon from flooding,

the isolated “island” of pristine nature, but

and redirecting tourist flow from the coast

nature conservation areas as catalyst for the

towards the inland of the Burgas region. The

interlinkages between ecological-social-eco-

strategy attempts to tackle these issues on

nomical-cultural systems. Where the space

systemic level via the principles presented in

for non-humans, in regards to animal and

the next section.
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6.1.2. Strategic principles of the spatial
concept
Through the analysis I gained understand-

ponents gave the foundation of the generic

ing about the landscape system and with

principles through which the spatial concept

focus on the water system organisation, the

and the designs are approached.

landscape units as well as the potential en-

They fall into three categories presented on

try points for convivial encounters, towards

fig. 06-02:

the design interventions. These three com-

A. Riparian wedges

B. Landscape patches

C. Network of sites

Figure 06-02. Generic principles for the spatial concept.

A. Riparian wedges

The implication of riparian wedges intends

Atanasovsko lake is as follows:

as a buffer to the brook system and to serve

1. The fluvial system is a main landscape

as an interface between the terrestrial and

forming factor for the Burgas valley.

aquatic systems. Available research shows

Nowadays, the natural brook beds are

that riparian buffers are an effective strate-

changed due to the intensification of the

gy for regulation and purification for the sur-

agriculture and the need for additional

face runoff (Parkyn, 2004).

irrigation. This is especially noticeable in

Thus, the reasoning for developing a stra-

the landscape of the main alluvial valleys,

tegic principle for the adjacent space along

where the narrowing of the brooks’ beds

the brooks’ beds for the Natura 2000 area

has changed their initial structure by lim-
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iting the space of the water course. Re-

The purpose of the projective riparian buff-

spectively, this increases the chances for

er is to regulate the surface runoff and hold

soil erosion and floods caused by the in-

storm water from the slopes’ sides towards

tensive rainfalls. Example is the flood that

the brooks’ beds and the lagoon in a way

occurred in the satellite district Vetren in

that stabilize the soil by providing natural

2015 (fig. 06-03) (WMIS, 2021).

vegetation cover with developed root system and leaf and wood matter. Also it is im-

2. The landscape of the alluvial valleys is

portant the water purifying functions that

characterized by the intensive agricul-

the buffer has as a natural filter for nutrients

ture fields and limited natural vegetation.

and sediment. Additionally, it plays the role

Thus, on one hand, this limits the hold of

of green wedges that allow new terrestrial

the surface runoff due to crop living cy-

and aquatic habitats. Thus applied along the

cles as the ground stays bear during the

brook system the riparian buffer provides a

months with higher precipitation from

safe corridor for movement for pollinators,

November till January (Koleva & Peneva,

reptiles, fish and mammals (Parkyn, 2004).

1990; in Stancheva et al., 2017). On the
other hand, the intensify agriculture activities, and the related use of pesticides,
increases the water pollution.

Figure 06-03. The flooded area in Vetren from 2015 and the canalised brook Kurbardere (WMIS, 2021)
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Sub-principles for the riparian wedges:
The sub-principles are related to upper, mid-

slopes, and the alluvial wide valleys. Addi-

dle, lower course of brooks, which character

tional sub-principle is the buffer along the

is defined by the (sub)units of the landscape

bypass channel of the lagoon.

of the rolling ridges, the undulating foot

A.1. Riparian buffer for the upper course of
the brooks
In the landscape of the rolling ridges the up-

etation cover is consisted by relatively old

per course of the brook is characterised with

plantation of coniferous trees and arid shrub

very narrow V-shaped bed with steep brook

formations, but deforestation increases the

banks and hill slopes. Thus, here the riparian

erosion processes. The principle suggests

buffer is consisted mainly of coniferous and

maintaining well grown, undisturbed forest

deciduous trees that develop deep root sys-

cover with underlay of deciduous trees and

tem in order to prevent erosion.

shrubs. The buffer is intended to be between

This principle is more related to the man-

10 and 15m from both sites of the brook

agement of the areas along brooks and the

banks.

erosion prevention. At the moment the veg-

7-10m

3-5m

5m

3-5m 7-10m

Figure 06-04. Strategic concept - principle A1.

A.2. Riparian buffer for the pre-middle
course of the brooks
The brooks’ beds at the pre-middle course

landscape of the undulating foot slopes,

are also V-shaped but with softer hill slopes.

which are predominantly covered with grass

This is a significant characteristic for the

and shrub vegetation. Due to the animal hus-
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bandry and grazing that is taking place there

tive sediment removal in rolling and undulat-

main challenges are related to the trampled

ing landscapes (Parkyn, 2004). Additionally it

soil by domestic animals and the overgrazed

provides a safe moving corridor and habitat

vegetation (Roesch et al., 2019).

for animals. Next to it 5-10m strip of non-

The main purpose of the buffer in this land-

greased grasslands will sustain the effective-

scape unit is to provide filter for the sedi-

ness against sedimentation and will maintain

ments coming with the surface runoff from

habitats for pollinators.

the side slopes and to improve soil drainage.
Thus the principle suggests additional planting of a 5-8m strip with deciduous trees and
shrubs next to the brook banks. It is an effec-

5-10m

5-8m

5-7m

5-8m

5-10m

Figure 06-05. Strategic concept - principle A2.

A.3. Riparian buffer for the middle and lower course of the main brooks
This principle is related to the landscape of

Thus, here, the principle suggests the ripar-

the alluvial wide valleys, which are character-

ian buffer to include the current canalised

ised with intensive agriculture and the cana-

brooks together with the former natural

lised brooks. Despite, the natural U-shaped

U-shaped brooks’ beds plus additional larger

brooks’ beds that are still visible in the land-

buffer consisted of wet grasslands, bushes,

scape. The main challenge is to reduce the

young forest as effective regulators for nitro-

effect of the pesticides on soil and water

gen and phosphorus levels (Parkyn, 2004).

quality, to limit the surface runoff due to the

This core buffer is supplemented with 10-

lack of developed root systems of the crops,

15m stripes of meadows. Here the projective

and lack of natural habitats for maintaining

buffer zone is wider and provides space for

biodiversity flow.

the natural meandering brook course to be
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restored in a long term. As well as, it allows

ian habitat interactions, like the implication

designated spots for human – animal – ripar-

of observation spots and trail passages.

10-15m

10-15m

5-7m

3m 3-5m

10-15m

10-15m

Figure 06-06. Strategic concept - principle A3.

A.4. Space for the brooks’ estuaries Riparian buffer for the estuaries

The construction of the salt production site

brooks’ estuaries for retention water-bod-

changed the organic connection between

ies will reduce the pressure on the earthen

the estuaries and lagoon, where the fresh

dike and the bypass channel. The principle

water coming from the inland used to was

suggests defining 80 - 150m. grassland buff-

“meet” the brackish lagoon water. Now-

er zone between the core estuary area and

adays the estuaries are serving as the la-

the agricultural fields. The size of the buffer

goon’s retention zones - shallow water-bod-

should be locally defined in relation to the

ies, separated from the lagoon system by an

specifics of the particular estuary area.

earthen dike and the narrow bypass channel
that collect fresh water. Currently they are
shrunk by the neighbouring dominant agri-

Figure 06-07. Strategic concept - principle A4.

cultural land use, which creates unfavourable conditions as fresh water floods into the
lagoon.
Thus, the principle aims to strengthen the
estuary retention functions by giving extra
room for the water coming during the raining periods. By allowing extra space for the
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B. Landscape Patches
This generic principle refers to the transition

other, the principle has a key role for the fil-

zones

between landscape units as areas

tration of the grey-water discharge, coming

where

different landscape characteristics

from the satellite districts into the brook sys-

meet and overlap with each other. The princi-

tem and the Black Sea. This issue became evi-

ple aims to strengthen these transitions or to

dent during the participatory mapping event

enrich mono-functional landscape segments

and the informal talks with stakeholders and

by adding small ecotone patches, in order to

experts (fig. 06-08).

improve ecological connectivity within the
Natura 2000 zone.
On one hand, the principle is used as supplementary element that enhances the functions
of the riparian wedges by improving surface
runoff filtration (generic principle A). On the

Figure 06-08.
Grey water discharge and plastic
pollution into a canalised brook
in Vetren satellite district (Nov.
2019)
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Sub-principles of the landscape patches
As the landscape patches principle aims to

enriching the transition zones and overlap of

strengthen the transition zones of ecologi-

landscape units; 2) to create opportunities

cally vulnerable sites or to enrich monof-

for such transition zones to emerge; 3) to

ulctionality within the Natura 2000 zone

add ecotone patches (fig. 06-09).

Atanasovsko lake. Thus its approach is: 1)

a) enriching the transition zones
and overlap of landscape units

b) creating transition zone
between landscape units

c) adding ecotone patches

Figure 06-09. Guides towards the sub-principle of the landscape patches:

B.1. Filtrating wetlands for the brook system

This principle aims to tackle the issue with

will “catch” the grey water discharge and

the unregulated grey water discharge by

gradually will purify it.

suggesting a construction of small scale filtrating wetlands close to the brooks cross-

Figure 06-10. Strategic concept - principle B1.

ings. Research shows that natural wetlands
serve as “living filters” by improving water
quality when it is passing through them and
are additional ecotones (Dordio et al., 2008).
By

applying this

strategic

principle,

a

network of filtrating wetlands will be distributed among the landscape of the alluvial
valleys where the tributaries meet the main
brooks. In this way, these wetland patches
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B.2. Small-scale forest-shrub patches in the
agricultural fields
This principle suggest application of 18-20m2
patches of vegetation (for example as Syringa vulgaris, Prunus spinosa, Alnus glutinosa,
Acer pseudoplatanus)

within the intensive

agricultural fields. The distribution of the

Figure 06-11. Strategic concept - principle B2.

patches is based on the drainage pattern of
the surface runoff. It aims to “catch” and
hold the rain water within the fields, in order to provide extra filtration and to reduce
sedimentation towards the brook system.
Moreover, these patches can contribute
as a sanctuary for pollinators, birds, and
mammals.

B.3: Secondary forest buffer

These are extra buffer spaces where extensive practices, as observation trails, permac-

Figure 06-12. Strategic concept - principle B3.

ulture activities, or spots for camping and
picnic are allowed around the core riparian
area. These buffers can be applied in the
areas that are set under urban pressure, in
order to sustain the ecological connectivity.
Such places are the close to future intensive
developments as the high speed roads.
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B.4: Natural vegetation buffer for the

by-

pass channel
The bypass channel around the lagoon has

shrub vegetation, followed by narrow grass-

a key function for gathering the freshwater

land, that aims to sustain quiet feeding areas

inflow, in order to sustain the regulated sa-

for wild animals. In between the agricultural

linity levels of the lagoon. This principle sug-

land and the quiet area a narrow forest buff-

gests a natural vegetation buffer along the

er is placed as a transition zone.

site of the channel that is next to the agricultural land. The buffer contains a stripe of
forest buffer

grassland stripe
lagoon habitat

agriculture fields
channel

3-5m

10-15m

10m

3-5m

7-10m

Figure 06-13. Strategic concept - principle B4.

C. Network of sites
The essence of this principle lays on the the-

The principle aims to highlight the existing

oretical lenses that landscapes can be envi-

relations or to create new ones between

sion as set of assemblages (Barnett, 2013)

the identified “entry points” in the analyt-

and it is based on their social-cultural aspect.

ical part, in order to create opportunities

This resonates with Tilley’s (2006) concept

for “momentary contact” for convivial in-

about place relationality, where particular

teractions between landscape stewards,

sites within the landscape are seen as gen-

users, human and non—human inhabitants

erators of social relations. From his view

(Amin,2008).

power and empowerment, as well as sense

Thereby, the entry points are used as “bun-

of community regeneration, identity and at-

dles” that hold together system’s levels in a

tachment arise in relation to places, which

way that it is perceptible for the actors (fig.

are beyond their characteristics associated

06-14). Thus by experiencing and participat-

only with landforms.

ing into the larger fabric of life the analytical
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“entry points” evolve to catalysts for awareness, attachment, care-capacity, and stewardship.
Sub-principles for the Network of sites:
The sub-principles are motivated by the inclusion of the local services and landscape
opportunities of convivial interactions. Thus
the overall network has different components – stewards and local services, system
of routes, enriched by landscape experiential interventions.

Figure 06-14. Graphic representation of the place “bundle”.
Landscape level -> steward -> convivial space

C.1. Network of Stewards
C1

The sub-principle aims to connect local
services as small-scale family farms and
guest-houses, cultural and historic landmarks, local restaurants or craft shops into
an extensive tourist network that aims to
engage local businesses with the landscape

C2

specifics. Thus to empower them as stewards of a specific segment of the whole
Natura 2000 Atanasovsko lake system. The
components of the principle are – specific,

C3

thematic labelling of the stewardship sites,
that makes it evident they are part of a network, online communication platform for
stewards and their customers, as well as
regulative life events for promoting services

Figure 06-15. Sub-principles for the Network of sites:

and initiatives.

C1 - Network of stewards, C2 - Routing, C3 - Network
of landscape experiential interventions
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C.2. Routing

C.3. Network of landscape experiential
intervention

Main goal of the routing is to provide alter-

This principle is related to tactical small-scale

native hiking and biking trails in the Natura

interventions as bird observatories, pano-

2000 area, that connect the main city Burgas

ramic view points, information signs, or na-

and the Salina with the satellite districts on

ture play - educatory spots and that are stra-

the north side of the nature conservation

tegically distributed among the areas under

are - Vetren, Banevo, Cherno more, Rudnik.

stewardship in order to enrich the routing

Thus to open opportunities for adventurous

system with experiential facilities.

weekend or one-day activities and provide
save biking and hiking routes as alternatives
to the speed-roads transport system. By doing so, the routes purpose is to pass through
the local services and in this way to spatially
to support their connectivity.

Figure 06-16. Symbiotic - the interactive space of the lagoon
Atanasovsko lake. Example of an active landscape steward.
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6.3. Activation strategy - spatial concept
This section presents the incorporation of

First, by highlighting the importance of the

all above mentioned strategic principles into

water organisation and approaching the is-

a spatial concept for the Natura 2000 area

sue of grey water discharge on systemic lev-

Atanasovsko lake and its adjacent landscape.

el by specific strategies for the watershed

Moreover, the strategy aims to demonstrate

character and its components.

that the nature conservation area has an im-

This includes incorporating of riparian buff-

portant role in regional dynamics as a right-

ers and tactically distributed filtrating wet-

ful “participant” among urban and rural

lands. As well as nature vegetation patches

domains. In such a way that opens opportu-

that gradually will purify the water before

nities for convivial interactions between the

it reaches the bypass channel of the lagoon

landscape actors (fig. 06-17).

and the Black Sea. Along with that the projective riparian system aims to improve habi-

The strategy attempts to reveal the potenti-

tat conditions by providing safe moving cor-

ality of the area as a connecting element be-

ridors for birds, mammals, and insects.

tween the main city and its newly joint satel-

Attention is given to the vulnerable loca-

lite districts on several levels.

tions, where the planned future developments aims to cross the brook system.

Figure 06-17. Representation of the activation strategy for
Natura 2000 area Atanasovsko lake
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The strategy suggests extra buffering for the

The spatial linkages are represented by:

current situation. But in future construction

1. Two types of projective routing:

of moving passages for animals needs to be

• Functional - biking lanes that connect
Burgas, the lagoon, and the satellite dis-

taken into account.

tricts by providing alternative extensive
Second, by improving the habitat conditions

transport system.

the ecosystem services could increase grad-

• Thematic - The character of the entry

ually. For example, improving living condi-

points for convivial encounter (Chapter

tions for pollinators by adding natural vege-

4) opens room for propositions for the-

tation patches into the agricultural fields will

matic routes as: Local farmers/services

contribute to better agricultural production.

route; Bird Life and scenery route; Histor-

In addition, the improved ecosystem servic-

ic Roman route

es open a niche for new products that stimu-

The thematic routes could support a func-

late the local economy.

tional biking lane system.
2. Enriching current landscape features by

Third, from my perspective in order to stim-

assigning places for bird observatories,

ulate convivial encounter, the interconnect-

nature play-educatory trails, filtrating

edness of the landscape system needs to

wetlands, or local small- scale farms.

become perceptible on an individual level.
Thereby care-capacity could be generated.

By incorporating these strategic notions,

To engage the society with the Natura 2000

the concept attempts to demonstrate po-

area Atanasovsko lake beyond the level of

tentials of ecological systems on percepti-

the beautiful lagoon scenery but to stimu-

ble human scale. The spatial stately envision

late the practise of awareness, attachment,

that the Natura 2000 nature conservation

and care towards a vibrant, active place,

area Atanasovsko lake can actively serves

where every actor influences landscape dy-

as a healthy green-blue system between the

namics. Here, as explained in the third set of

coast, the urban centre Burgas, its suburban

principles, the aim is to assemble networks

industrial sites, the agricultural fields, and

of stewards, users, human and non—human

the distant settlements.

actors by creating spatial, virtual, and mental
linkages.

And the heart of all this is the bird paradise –

Thus, space for practicing convivial interac-

the lagoon Atanasovsko lake.

tions can be opened.
Figure 06-18. Strategic spatial concept
for Natura 2000 area Atanasovsko lake
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A3

6.2. Local Scale Design – Valley
of Kurbardere Downstream.
6.2.1. Reasoning for selecting the area
The local scale design is developed for the

downstream of Dermendere river, locat-

valley of Kurbardere brook downstream. Its

ed north-east side of the lagoon, has sim-

sub-watershed is situated on the north-west-

ilar characteristics, here the future urban

ern side the lagoon, within its range are two

growth is expected to be with stronger

of the satellite district – Vetren and Banevo.

influence due to the presence of high-

I selected the downstream of the brook as

speed roads and the closer influence of

an area for the projective example due to

the main city and its industrial parts.
3. The natural course of the brook bed was

five reasons:

changed due to irrigation purposes.

1. The presence of several landscape units

4. The presence of higher concentration of

in a close distance: the landscape of the

entry points.

undulating foot slopes, the rounded

5. An informal crossroad between the city

slight heights, landscape of the upper
alluvial wide valley, the landscape of the

Burgas, all

northern satellite districts,

estuaries, and the lagoon.

and the lagoon.

2. Urban growth dynamics: Even though the

Figure 06-19: Sheme of the Local site design position.
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6.2.2. Essence of the design

The local site design shows in more detail

Such places are:

the principles set into the strategic spatial

The Goat farm and the edge of the estuary

concept.

buffer. There extensive vegetation manage-

For example the projective riparian buffer

ment and grazing is demonstrated. Passen-

consists of “quiet” core areas with prima-

gers can get closer to grazing animals, taste

ry function - water filtration and favourable

local dairy products

conditions for animal habitation. At particu-

could have a particularly salty taste due to

lar locations a “peek-a-boo” moment is pres-

the salty marshlands that are growing near-

ent. For example very short educatory trails

by.

with playful elements or hidden observato-

The Care farm & Guest-house: Here is the

ries.

crossroad between the trails coming from

The secondary riparian buffer, consisting of

the city and the satellite districts. A place

grasslands-shrub-small tree formations al-

close to the lagoon that provides entry for

low more interaction between passing hu-

more perceptible and intimate contact with

mans and the animal world. Here also the

the salty ecosystem and its inhabitants. Thus

network of “Lagoon farms” is taking place.

it also offers opportunities for weekend lei-

Strategically chosen places, where convivi-

sure as an open food market and exhibition

al landscape stewardship is demonstrated.

place.

that most probably

Figure 06-20. Valley of Kurbardere downstream
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The Guest-house and cafe are close to the

Besides the water filtration function of the

Wetland Ecosystem Observatory & Educato-

wetland there, the space aims to catalyse

ry trail within a close distance to the attrac-

change for regeneration of the margin-

tive Historic Roman bath house in Vetren.

al-slum part of the satellite district.

Key to the design:
A – Goat farm - vegetation management
B – Meadow bird observatory
C – Care farm & guest-house, Weekend market
D – Bird educatory trail; only open outside of the nesting season
E – Flamingo observatory; only open outside of the nesting season
F – Wetland ecosystem observatory & educatory trail
G – Guest-house
H – Historic Roman bathhouse
I – The Roman’s trail
J – The butterfly sanctuary educatory trail

Figure 06-20. Riparian system of Kurbardere downstream valley.
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Figure 06-22. Locale scale design - Valley of Kurbardere downstream.
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6.3. Design Representation of
Site Interventions
6.3.1. Riparian buffer and Bird observatory.
Located at just before the estuary area, the riparian buffer starts to enlarge. A “peek-a-boo” moment into the wetland dynamics and bird life is
provided.
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6.3.2. Moving along the Care farm and Flamingo observatory.
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6.3.3. Filtrating wetland and wetland
ecosystem play-educatory trail.
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6.3.4. Filtrating wetland and wetland
ecosystem play-educatory trail in the
forest riparian buffer.
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6.3.5. Meeting the Lagoon at the Sea
Garden in Burgas.
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6.3.6. Panoramic view of the riparian
wedges along the brook system.

When we zoom out - the projective interface interacts with the city
and the coast, with the agricultural lands, with the rural settlements.
It brings together animal and human worlds, and then it gives them
space to be apart when needed.
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Conclusions and Discussion
7.1. Answers to the Questions
In the case of nature conservation areas such

ban-rural landscapes is more an assemblage

as Natura 2000 sites, where boundaries are

of interwoven linkages that interact with

more administrative than physical, to medi-

each other and make connections to distant

ate an interface that promotes values and

components. Thus, the interface as discov-

rights of nature in a human dominant world

ered here facilitates flows through the area,

is a necessity. But in what way are these

crosses it, extends it.

boundaries welcoming? How can we step far
beyond the concept of a boundary as a line

In the case of the Natura 2000 area Atanas-

around an object? But boundary as an inter-

ovsko lake the interface of the conservation

face that provides space for encountering,

site is found along the water system. It is an

communicating, and living with the other.

interactive component that spreads through

A boundary that generates capacity for care.

the whole watershed area, entering into

Thus this thesis explored these possibilities

the settlements - the villages, the growing

theoretically, strategically and as far as pos-

satellite districts, the city, into the agricul-

sible in the real world.

tural production land. It spreads beyond the
current designated range of this particular

RQ: What kind of an interface could facilitate

Natura 2000 zone Atanasosvko lake and ex-

the interconnectedness of the NATURA 2000

tends into the range of another Natura 2000

site Atanasovsko lake with the adjacent city

area - Aitovka gora situated on the North.

Burgas and rural landscape?

The interface presented here is not only a
spatial adjustment of the current landscape,

I can not say there is one particular answer

it is more a process of connecting people

to the research questions I set at the begin-

to their land. It is a process of identifying

ning of this report. But from the theoretical

where these connections can happen. And

notions, and position I am looking at this

as a process it is not fixed. Thus it needs to

research, the interface that could facilitate

root in communication and social interaction

interconnectedness between Natura 2000

with the communities, with the landscape

conservation sites with their adjacent ur-

stewards, with the future generations.
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DQ: How can through a landscape design the

C.Network of sites

interface of Natura 2000 site Atanasovsko

C.1. Network of Stewards

Lake address interconnectedness with the ad-

C.2. Routing

jacent city Burgas and rural landscape and to

C.3. Network of landscape experiential inter-

generate potentials for the region of Burgas?

vention

The design research attempts to demon-

From a spatial perspective the case study

strate interconnectedness of the Natura

Natura 2000 area Atansovsko lake is situated

2000 site Atanasosvko lake by tackling lo-

among the developing and territorially ex-

cal-site specific issues related to water puri-

panding Burgas, as it is explained in the pre-

fication and unregulated water discharge by

vious sections. By facilitating networks on

linking them to the formed interface charac-

physical and social level, this nature conser-

teristics in the theoretical framework.

vation may open potential to serve as a con-

Thus the landscape design proposes a set of

necting element between the strongly urban

strategic principles:

character of the main Burgas and the rural
satellite districts. And as such the ordering

A. Riparian wedges

and reordering spaces for nature and spac-

A.1. Riparian buffer for the upper course of

es for urban development is a challenge but

the brooks

also opens opportunities - to boost healthy

A.2. Riparian buffer for the pre-middle course

connections between nature, urban, and ru-

of the brooks

ral landscapes. Such boost envision to pro-

A.3. Riparian buffer for the middle and lower

voke social changes by generating care ca-

course of the main brooks

pacity on individual, communal, but also on

A.4. Space for the brooks’ estuaries - Ripari-

institutional levels. To do that, what needs

an buffer for the estuaries

to be considered are the intentions for care
and stewardship in the wild and intentions

B. Landscape patches

for wilderness in the culture

B.1. Filtrating wetlands for the brook system

1995, Marris, 2011, p. 171).

B.2. Small-scale forest-shrub patches in the
agricultural fields.
B.3: Secondary forest buffer.
B.4: Natural vegetation buffer for the

by-

pass channel.
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(Nassauer,

7.2. Value of the Research

7.3. Recommendations for
Future Research

Foremost the thesis aims to serve as a discussion document. As catalyst for questions,

Thus future research is needed for ecological

propositions, and collaborations.

dynamics and animal behaviour in close con-

The research already provoked interest in

tact with people.

the local settings. Feedback was received

Further research for the surface runoff from

from the NGO and the Public Advisory Coun-

the urban areas and the expected runoff

cil for Atanasovsko lake.

from the future developments is needed in
order to determine the pressure on the ca-

The value of the research is seen as basis for

nal.

future development of spatial and manage-

More detailed research on farm system or-

ment plan for the Natura 2000 area Atanas-

ganization within the area is needed.

ovsko lake. The Natura 2000 Network in
Bulgaria is lacking such documents and strategies.

7.4. Future Steps

Other feedback was:

• Continuing the process of social inclusion

• The strategy for the estuaries, as extra

and the area specific issues as grey water

space for the retention of water bodies

discharge and pollution.

was pointed as needed from the ecolog-

• Expand the participatory approach to-

ical and water management perspective.

wards connections with the communities

• Deepening knowledge on surface runoff

from the satellite districts.

from the urban areas and the expected

• Involving local farmers and small scale

runoff from the future developments is

producers into the process.

needed in order to determine the pres-

• To clarify what kind of benefits (social,

sure on the canal.

cultural, economic) the land owners, and

• Such strategic spatial concepts need to

farmers could have if they participate in

find legislative tools for implications, as it

such a convivial interface network, and

requires recognition from the municipal-

when to implement the strategic princi-

ity and the multiple strategic plans and

ples in parts of their properties.

time periods.

• Involving youth organisations.

• Ideas related to allowing people into the

• Need to establish a communicative and

nature reserve area provoked controver-

collaborative process with the municipal-

sial reactions from the ecology expert.

ity.
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Appendix 1.
1.1. Literature review on Conviviality
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1.2. Literature review on Boundary
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Appendix 2.
2.1. Map of the total number of 91 photo points in the registry (fieldwork)
They are used for the selection of the entry point for convivial encounters.
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2.2. Sample of the selection criteria for the 2nd set of entry points
The sample present the evaluation of the finale set of selected entry points.
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2.3. Sample of the finale of 24 entry points with the perception notes from the field work.
•

The Path of the Avocet

•

Education - experiential route

•

“The Alley of the Little Won-

and playful facilities.

•

garden and the lagoon
•

A lot of trash around.

•

Sport and horse riding facilities

Ah! The lagoon is so close.

the periphery of the lagoon

•

Only bird songs around, the

and the city.

traffic is gone.

•

Emergent co-use.

•

A lot of trash over-here.

•

Human - nature symbiotic

•

The scenery with stunning contrast with the city background.

•

•
•

Lugata - basins with lay and

nice to look at.
Bird song around.

•

Unexpected co-use: agriculture
and adventure sports, as well

Bird songs around and I can see

•

A lot of tourist in the summer.

them flying

•

The “outdoor spa”

A lot of people are passing

•

Biodiversity is perceptible, but

as unreglamented auto-traffic.
•

maybe because I look for it.

not so many are coming.

•

Salt production.

Nice place to rest.

•

Emergent economic opportu-

•

It is a bit hidden.

Very nice scenery towards the
lagoon and the city.

•

•

High buildings are reflecting in
the lagoon water surface.

•

nities.

4

Construction is going on at the
steep coast.

•

Food stands and parking lot.

5

•

Nice place for biking.

•

Nice panoramic viewpoint.

•

Nice panoramic viewpoint.

•

The POINT - Bird observatory.

•

The satellite district Saraphovo.

•

I am just at the edge of the

•

Nice panoramic viewpoint.

•

Touristic character, small hotels

lagoon.

•

I am just at the edge of the

and guest house, restaurants

•

3

•

curative mud.

close by at the Alley of Salt.,

The lagoon is just here but I can
not see it. The city skyline is

2

of Lagoon of Life project.

Difficult to reach - too much
reed

•

Bird songs are around

1
“Symbiotic” interactive space

are close by.
•

self-organisation
•

Margin space between the Sea

Miniature hidden gardens on

•

•

•

ders”

Can see so many birds, flamin-

6

lagoon.

are around.

go maybe or something else

•

Rural land - lagoon interface.

•

Nice bike-hiking route.

that is big.

•

Salt production and old factory

•

Newly constructed yacht har-

•

Bird songs.

bour.

•

Salt production.

buildings.
•

Very difficult to reach by walking.

7
•

8

Interesting contract with facto-

•

Nature conservation signs.

ry buildings and green space.

•

Historic relict - old Roman

•

Nature conservation site signs.

•

Nice scenery.

•

The bike route is exiting.

•

9
•

Intercase lagoon - grazing land
- agriculture.

bridge.

•

Very nice longview scenery.

Interface nature conservation

•

Birds present.

site is perceptible.

•

Nice for biking.

•

Contrast with traffic

•

Nice longview scenery.

10

11
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12

•

•
•

Co-use: grazing area at the

•

Very contracting scenery

•

of Rudnik satellite district.

district + small scale industry.

Slum-like houses + cars on the

•

A lot of tires! Dumping site.

Presence of riparian forest &

streets and pedestrian paths.

•

Nice long view at the lagoon

brook estuary.

Burgas and the Lagoon are at

Transition in perceptible.

the background.
•

Long view scenery.

•

Elevation very perceptible.

to the lagoon.

periphery.
•

13
•

Brook estuary - perceptible

•

•

Birds present.

14
•

Rural margins - transition per-

15
•

ceptible.

transition zone.
•

Unfinished construction close

edge of Cherno More satellite

Transition zone perceptible
- valley + hills; grazing land +

Very nice long view. Beautiful

•

Slum.

sundown.

•

Beekeeping.

Biodiversity is perceptible

•

Longview scenery.

- bids, different types of grass-

•

A lot of trash around.

lands - salt marshes.

•

Agriculture and brook system

intensive agriculture.
•

Nice long view scenery towards
the grasslands and the lagoon.

•

Elevation perceptible.

present.

Old, maybe unused buildings
are present.

16
•

17
•

Historic relict Roman bath

•

goon and valley, Burgas in a

houses and tourist site.
•

Woooow! I see it all - the la-

18

edge village/satellite district.

distance.

Well connected to public trans-

Hidden beekeeping site at the

•

Lilac & almond trees/shrubs.

port.

•

Very perceptible elevation.

•

Tourist facilities.

•

Hard for reaching but adven-

•

Very nice scenery.

•

But trash around.

turous.

•

Nice change in topography.

BLOOMING end of November!

•

360 scenery.

•

Contrasting co-use: village like

o

satellite district + quarry.

19
•

Wooo! Ha, very nice contrast

20
•

rural land urban periphery.
•

Transition is perceptible.

•

Elevation is perceptible.

•

Nice long view, also towards

•

Highspeed traffic road on my

•

Wooow moment again!

other site.

•

The only place I saw the lagoon

Difficult to reach But very nice

from the inner parts of the city.

view.
•

•

Biodiversity of saline ecosys-

•

Highest elevation point in
Burgas.

tem perceptible.

the lagoon.

21

•

Pelicans are flying over me!

New constructions and extensions of the high-speed road.

•

Warehouses.

22

23

106

24

Appendix 3
3.1. Landscape Units of Kurbardere - Downstream Local Scale

107

Lagoon of Life.
In search of an interface for the
Natura 2000 area Atanasovsko lake
Aug | 2021

